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Tucker Digs Easter!
"A Lady of England: The Life and Letters of Charlotte Maria Tucker" by Agnes
Giberne. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.

Do Pirates Take Baths?
Clare of Assisi is generally known as “the female friend” of Saint Francis of Assisi
and for centuries her legacy has remained obscured by his shadow. Yet Clare’s life
and story ought to shine in its own light and on its own terms (her name, after all,
means “light”). She is a figure of true heroism, tenacity, beatitude and grit who
plotted her improbable course in the context of the raucous and explosive period
of the Middle Ages. Much went wrong for Clare after the day when, as a teen, she
fled the home of her noble and wealthy family to follow Francis in a life of poverty.
No one would have begrudged her if, when the trials had become onerous, she had
decided simply to “go home.” Yet she stayed the course, even after Francis had
died. She pulled from the fire of her trials embers that would become her crown. In
this new book, Wendy Murray digs deeply into Clare’s decision to abandon rank
and wealth for allegiance to Christ (and in no small way, Francis) and explores the
circumstances which, later on, tested Clare’s devotion. Clare’s curious and vivid
spiritual vision galvanized her ability to persevere amid difficult circumstances and
enabled her to stay her course and lay claim to a legacy that shines brightly
among the host of medieval saints.

Whiskers in the Dark
Death stalks the Blue Ridge Mountains as a centuries-old mystery resurfaces and
murder mars the lead-up to an annual beagle competition, in a thrilling new tale
from Rita Mae Brown and her feline co-author Sneaky Pie Brown. "As feline
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collaborators go, you couldn't ask for better than Sneaky Pie Brown."--The New
York Times Book Review A massive nor'easter has hit northern Virginia, where
Mary Minor "Harry" Harristeen joins groundskeeping efforts at the National Beagle
Club at Aldie as the date for its springtime Hounds for Heroes veterans' benefit
approaches. Harry's fellow volunteers, including her oldest friend, Susan Tucker,
comprise a spirited group of hunting enthusiasts, some former service members
themselves. But things take a sinister turn when, after a routine tree cleanup along
the Club's hunting trails, retired foreign services officer Jason Holzknect is found
dead, throat slit from ear to ear. Soon enough, another murder in their midst jolts
the preparations, convincing Harry that the killer is familiar with the Club--and
must be close by, masked in plain sight. The intrigue extends to the grounds of
Harry's beloved local church, where the identity of an eighteenth-century skeleton
wearing precious pearls remains a mystery. The anonymous woman's neck had
been snapped, and marks on the grave where her body was secreted indicate that
someone recently tried to remove it, leading Harry to question how well she really
knows those around her. As always, Harry's crime-solving cats Mrs. Murphy and
Pewter, and Tee Tucker the Corgi share her determination to sniff out the foes
among friends, even those long buried. Harry will need her four-legged
companions' help more than ever: a ghostly beagle only they can see may hold the
key to the culprit.

Sleater-Kinney's Dig Me Out
Join Spot as he has fun with his friends on an Easter egg hunt in Grandma and
Grandad's garden. Can Spot find the hidden surprise? This bright and simple board
book is perfect for all young Spot fans and makes an ideal seasonal gift for Spring!

The Wild Christmas Reindeer
After he rolls in a bed of clover on St. Patrick's Day, Tucker the terrier's day goes
from horrible to the luckiest day ever.

Tucker's Spooky Halloween
It’s Easter, and this year Tucker is helping the Easter Bunny hide eggs. But the
talented terrier might be too good at hiding them! Tucker loves spring, when
there’s plenty of soft dirt for digging holes to bury his bones and toys. When the
Easter Bunny notices Tucker’s excellent digging skills, he asks the pup for help
hiding this year’s Easter eggs. But Tucker is so good at his job that the eggs are
impossible for the children to find! Luckily for them, there’s a little terrier nearby
who knows just where to look!

Count on the Easter Pups!
"This witty story is sure to amuse children and grown-ups alike." — Publishers
Weekly Features an audio read-along! Oh, no! Tucker loves Christmas, with all the
trimmings -- making a snowman for Santa, marking just the right tree, getting into
all the boxes of decorations -- but somehow he manages to burn his nose while
baking cookies on Christmas Eve. When you-know-who spies that bright red nose
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through the window, however, Tucker makes a very special friend and takes the
sleigh ride of a lifetime. Now the tuckered-out terrier is already dreaming of next
year!

Tucker Over the Top
"Help Skye, Chase, Marshall, and the rest of Adventure Bay's amazing pups get
ready for Easter while learning to count from one to ten"--Amazon.com.

The Sound of Freedom
A Moogie family decides it is time to move to a new house, but nothing the real
estate agent shows them seems to be quite right.

In Search of Alfred the Great
Renowned songwriter, singer, and wife of Waylon Jennings writes an intimate,
enormously entertaining memoir of American music, of life with Waylon and the
Outlaws, and of faith lost and found. The daughter of a Pentecostal evangelist and
a race-car driver, Jessi Colter played piano and sang in church before leaving
Arizona to tour with rock-n-roll pioneer Duane Eddy, whom she married. Colter
became a successful recording artist, appearing on American Bandstand and
befriending stars such as the Everly Brothers and Chet Atkins, while her songs
were recorded by Nancy Sinatra, Dottie West, and others. Her marriage to Eddy
didn’t last, however, and in 1969 she married the electrifying Waylon Jennings.
Together, they made their home in Nashville which, in the 1970s, was ground zero
for roots music, drawing Bob Dylan, Johnny Cash, Willie Nelson, Kris Kristofferson,
Shel Silverstein, and others to the Nashville Sound. And Jessi was at the center of it
all, the only woman on the landmark Wanted: The Outlaws album, therecord that
launched the Outlaw Country genre and was the first country album to go
platinum. She also tasted personal commercial success with the #1-single “I’m Not
Lisa.” But offstage, life was a challenge, as Waylon pursued his addictions and
battled his demons. Having drifted from the church as a young woman, Jessi
returned to her faith and found in it a source of strength in the turmoil of living
with Waylon. In the 1980s, Waylon helped launch the super group The
Highwaymen with Willie Nelson, Johnny Cash, and Kris Kristofferson, and the hits
kept rolling, as did Waylon’s reckless living. Amid it all, Jessi faithfully prayed for
her husband until finally, at Thanksgiving 2001, Waylon found Jesus, just months
before he died. An Outlaw and a Lady is a powerful story of American music, of
love in the midst of heartache, and of faith that sustains.

Tucker's Valentine
Tucker the dog spends Valentine's Day with people and friends he loves, even
though Cupid's love arrows keep missing him.

A Lady of England: The Life and Letters of Charlotte Maria
Tucker
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This is the true story of Lily & Lucy, puppies abandoned in the woods of Virginia,
who were rescued on Easter Sunday. A heart-warming story about being rescued
by those that you set out to rescue that the entire family can enjoy.

Tripping with the Tucker Twins
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER. "The Sapiens of 2020."---The Guardian
From the author of the New York Times bestseller Utopia for Realists comes "the
riveting pick-me-up we all need right now" (People), the #1 Dutch bestseller
Humankind, which offers a "bold" (Daniel H. Pink), "extraordinary" (Susan Cain)
argument that humans thrive in a crisis and that our innate kindness and
cooperation have been the greatest factors in our long-term success on the planet.
"Humankind made me see humanity from a fresh perspective." ---Yuval Noah
Harari, author of the #1 bestseller Sapiens If there is one belief that has united the
left and the right, psychologists and philosophers, ancient thinkers and modern
ones, it is the tacit assumption that humans are bad. It's a notion that drives
newspaper headlines and guides the laws that shape our lives. From Machiavelli to
Hobbes, Freud to Pinker, the roots of this belief have sunk deep into Western
thought. Human beings, we're taught, are by nature selfish and governed primarily
by self-interest. But what if it isn't true? International bestseller Rutger Bregman
provides new perspective on the past 200,000 years of human history, setting out
to prove that we are hardwired for kindness, geared toward cooperation rather
than competition, and more inclined to trust rather than distrust one another. In
fact this instinct has a firm evolutionary basis going back to the beginning of Homo
sapiens. From the real-life Lord of the Flies to the solidarity in the aftermath of the
Blitz, the hidden flaws in the Stanford prison experiment to the true story of twin
brothers on opposite sides who helped Mandela end apartheid, Bregman shows us
that believing in human generosity and collaboration isn't merely optimistic---it's
realistic. Moreover, it has huge implications for how society functions. When we
think the worst of people, it brings out the worst in our politics and economics. But
if we believe in the reality of humanity's kindness and altruism, it will form the
foundation for achieving true change in society, a case that Bregman makes
convincingly with his signature wit, refreshing frankness, and memorable
storytelling.

Spot's Easter Surprise
Elmo and his friends enjoy Christmas activities, including playing in the snow,
giving gifts, and singing carols.

Blood on the Bayou
Sleater-Kinney's 1997 album Dig Me Out is built on Corin Tucker and Carrie
Brownstein's competing guitars, Janet Weiss's muscular rhythms, and layered
vocals that teeter between an urgent, banshee-like vibrato and a lower
accompaniment. Dig Me Out was the band's third studio album, but the first one
written and recoded with Weiss. It inaugurated Sleater-Kinney into a lineup that
would span its two-decade career. This 33 1/3 follows the narrative of Dig Me Out
from its inception in Olympia to its recording in Seattle and its reception across the
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United States. It's anchored in a short period of time – roughly from mid-1996 to
mid-1998 – but it encompasses a series of battles over meaning that continued to
preoccupy Sleater-Kinney in the coming decades. The band wrestled with the
media about how they would be presented to the public, it contended with
technicians about how their sound would be heard in clubs, and they struggled
with pervasive social hierarchies about how their work would be understood in
popular culture. The only instance where the band didn't have to put up much of a
fight was when it came to their fans. The acclaim Sleater-Kinney received from
their listeners in the late 1990s, and continue to receive today, speaks to a need
for icons who challenged normative notions of culture and gender. This story of Dig
Me Out chronicles how Sleater-Kinney won the fight to define themselves on their
own terms – as women and as musicians – and, in the process, how they redefined
the parameters of rock.

Idea Man
Splash and paddle and float with Grug! This classic Aussie hero is back from the
bush to enchant a new generation of youngsters!

Stone Wall Freedom
Chronicles the landmark 1939 concert, offers insight into the period's racial
climate, describes Eleanor Roosevelt's resignation from the DAR for barring
Anderson's performances, and pays tribute to the singer's significant contributions.

Snail Boy
Wiggens's parents send him to the Four Seasons Restaurant, where he and the
other puppies learn how to practice good manners.

Pretzel
A snail the size of a pony, afraid that he will wind up in a circus, or worse, sets out
to become someone's pet.

Elmo's Countdown to Christmas (Sesame Street)
Jacob is the smallest bear in his family and although everyone tells him he will
grow, he finds it hard to wait, so he takes vitamins and does stretches to speed up
the growth process, but with little success.

Grug Learns to Swim
Grug loves looking at the pictures in books, but one day he decides to teach
himself how to read the words. Soon he can enjoy his favourite book of all - Grug!

The Moogees Move House
The fascinating story of one of England’s most famous monarchs, Alfred the Great,
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from his birth to the discovery of a piece of his pelvis in a cardboard box in a
museum in Winchester

Klondike, Do Not Eat Those Cupcakes!
Tucker the terrier visits the circus.

Tucker Flips!
Join a hungry seal as he attempts the impossible task of waiting until his sister's
party to eat a delicious birthday cupcake in this hilarious picture book that's
perfect for fans of Waiting Is Not Easy! What's the one thing you could say to make
birthday cupcakes even more delicious to Klondike? Tell Klondike not to eat them!
Klondike's sister is having a birthday party, and everything is ready--the only thing
that's left to do is wait until it's time to eat the birthday cupcakes. But Klondike
REALLY loves cupcakes. And waiting is SO hard. The narrator tries everything to
keep him from eating the treats, from distracting him with a magician to visualizing
tubeworm tacos instead of cupcakes (unfortunately, seals like Klondike are big fans
of tubeworm tacos). Alas, these tactics are no match for Klondike's love of
cupcakes. It isn't long before he caves to his cravings, and it looks like the party
will be cupcakeless! Will he be able to whip up a new batch in time? "A picturebook treat."--Kirkus Reviews

An Outlaw and a Lady
Amazing rocks, found on a stretch of beach near the author's home, comprise this
unique alphabet book. A is for Addition, and there are rocks in the shape of real
numbers, too. B is for Bird, and there is a bird rock on a nest with an egg. G is for
Ghosts, and there is a host of rocks that look like ghosts! Children and adults alike
will pore over these fascinating rocks, and will be inspired collect their own.

Jacob's Tree
Reproduction of the original: Tripping with the Tucker Twins by Nell Speed

The Eastern Yacht Club
The Microsoft co-founder shares the story of his life while revealing the lessons he
has learned throughout his influential career, covering topics that range from his
partnership with Bill Gates and his ambitions for private space travel to his worldchanging initiatives and his battle against lymphoma. 80,000 first printing.

Indian Mounds of Wisconsin
Clare of Assisi
Humorous rhyming answers to thirteen questions about the life of pirates.
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Tucker
Leslie McGuirk’s enthusiastic Tucker tries to be a patient little pup in this
Thanksgiving story that is satisfying in every way. Features an audio read-along!
When Tucker smells a familiar scent in the air, he knows his favorite day of the
year has come —Thanksgiving! Tucker loves to play with his family, help clean up,
and most of all, enjoy a delicious feast. But as the day goes by, Tucker and his
doggy cousins haven’t had even a bite. Will they ever get to gobble up any holiday
treats?

Lucky Tucker
The second book in a new urban fantasy series featuring mosquito-sized fairies
with poisonous bites that drive humans insane.

Ho, Ho, Ho, Tucker!
More mounds were built by ancient Native American societies in Wisconsin than in
any other region of North America--between 15,000 and 20,000 mounds, at least
4,000 of which remain today. Most impressive are the effigy mounds, huge
earthworks sculpted into the shapes of birds, animals, and other forms, not found
anywhere else in the world in such concentrations. This book, written for general
readers but incorporating the most recent research, offers a comprehensive
overview of these intriguing earthworks and answers the questions, Who built the
mounds? When and why were they built? The archaeological record indicates that
most ancient societies in the upper Midwest built mounds of various kinds
sometime between about 800 B.C. and A.D. 1200; the effigy mounds were
probably built between A.D. 800 and A.D. 1200. Using evidence drawn from
archaeology, ethnography, ethnohistory, the traditions and beliefs of present-day
Native Americans in the Midwest, and recent research and theories of other
archaeologists, Birmingham and Eisenberg present an important new
interpretation of the effigy mound groups as "cosmological maps" that model
ancient belief systems and social relations. It is likely that the distant ancestors of
several present-day Native American groups were among the mound-building
societies, in part because these groups’ current clan structures and beliefs are
similar to the symbolism represented in the effigy mounds. Indian Mounds of
Wisconsin includes a travel guide to sites that can be visited by the public,
including many in state, county, and local parks.

Clara's War
When Ian Abdulla was a young boy growing up along the Murrray River, bush
tucker was plentiful, and everyone was expected to help feed the family. With his
brothers and sisters he picked quandongs for pies and caught catfish for curry
soup. And when all else failed, Ian would be sent to buy sheep heads from the
butcher. All the fun (and the hardship) is recorded here in story and picture.

Gobble, Gobble, Tucker!
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The longest dachshund in the world, Pretzel is admired by all and the winner of a
blue ribbon at the dog show. Only Greta, the little dachshund across the street,
doesn't care for long dogs. At least not until she gets into a jam out of which only a
long dog can help her. This classic story of puppy love will win the hearts of both
old and new Pretzel fans.

fforest
Now that Tucker is no longer a puppy, he does not want to be dressed up in a cute
costume for Halloween, preferring to be something spooky.

Wiggens Learns His Manners at the Four Seasons Restaurant
Calming to the soul and good for us all, spending time outdoors offers us precious
breathing space away from the stresses and strains of modern life. This
inspirational guide celebrates the life enhancing effect of nature and encourages
you to try the pursuits that would have been second nature to previous
generations - from walking in the dark with only the light of the moon and stars to
guide you, to wild swimming, forest bathing and sleeping under canvas. It will
inspire you to re-discover the joy of sky and clouds, night and tides, stars and
silence.

Grug
In 1749, pirate captain Giddy Gilcox and the crew of the Rogue Flattery
commandeer a Spanish galley, intent on plundering its cargo, killing all aboard,
and scuttling the ship.Gilcox discovers, however, that the ship's hold is filled with
human cargo—African tribal people, enslaved workers bound for Spanish America.
Gilcox's crew bristles--they've heard stories of Black Sam Bellamy meeting his
death after overtaking a slave ship.Later, Gilcox captures not only a fortune in gold
but also Helen Tanner and her young son. Upon reaching Block Island, the pirates
anchor the Rogue Flattery and bury their treasure, but the feeling of dread from
the Spanish slave ship haunts Gilcox.Could the spirit of the slave ship be
responsible for the nor'easter that blows in as they prepare to leave the island?
Building on Block Island's history of pirate legend and lore, Tucker has created a
story at once thrilling and poignant, full of evocative language, as mystical and
magical as Block Island itself.

Humankind
While playing in the snow, Tucker the puppy takes a wild ride on a sled.

Lily & Lucy
Little Teeka thought she had to be firm with the reindeer to get them ready for
Santa's important flight, but when her bossy yelling only got their antlerstangled
up, she knew she had to try something different."Beautifully conceived and finely
wrought." -- Booklist (starred review)"Brett's precise, glowing illustrations, drawing
on Swedish folk art, make this a beguiling Advent calendar of a book." -- Kirkus
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Reviews"AA? sweet Christmas fantasy that shows Brett at her best." -- Publishers
Weekly"This tale with its humorous close-ups of stubborn reindeer and a sharp
child protagonist should prove popular at story hours." -- School Library Journal

If Rocks Could Sing
“You lose your loved ones, and still you want to live.” On 21 July 1942, the Nazis
reached the small Polish town of Zolkiew. Life for fifteen-year-old Clara Kramer
would never be the same. While those around her were either slaughtered or
transported, three families found perilous refuge in a hand-dug cellar. Hers was
one of them. Living above and protecting them were the Becks. Mrs. Beck had
been the families’ maid. Mr. Beck was alcoholic and a self-professed anti-Semite,
yet he risked his life to keep his charges safe. But survival under his protection
proved to be anything but predictable. Whether it was his nightly drinking sessions
with officers of the SS in the room just above or his torrid affair with one of the
hiding women, it seemed that Clara and the others often had as much to fear from
Beck as they did from the war. Clara’s mother told her to keep a diary while they
lived in the bunker in order to fill her time and “so the world would know what
happened to us.” Over sixty years later, Clara Kramer has finally turned those
diaries into a compelling and heartbreaking memoir — a story of love and memory
and survival. From the Hardcover edition.
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